
Government Food Service: Describe any changes 
to DLA Troop Support subsistence operations since 

last year’s Commander’s Update.

Capt. Mike Hansen: In addition to the continued 
support to warfighters in contingency areas, we con-
tinue to evolve as new requirements emerge. When 
Hurricane Sandy made landfall in late October, our 
operations underwent a rapid sea change. We shifted 
our mindset from a wholesale provider of commodities 
to that of a retailer in order to rapidly assist in con-
tingency operations for disaster survivors. The need 
was immediate and our people worked tirelessly to 
ensure the food and water for the affected areas arrived 
in a timely manner. We forward-deployed people to 

the FEMA [Federal Emergency Management Agency] 
and Department of Defense staging areas to work 
alongside federal and state emergency workers to im-
mediately assess and address their needs. At the same 
time, our contract specialists were working with our 
vendor partners to get emergency contracts in place 
to produce and move Class I items where they were 
needed most. To that end, I think we were extremely 
successful. We were able to work with our vendors to 
produce and deliver more than 6.2 million meals to 
the affected areas. We are obviously very pleased that 
we were able to adapt quickly, and I’m proud of the 
team’s execution.

Government Food Service: Have there been any 
significant leadership changes?

Hansen: After Ray Miller’s retirement as deputy 
director, we moved Tom Daley into the position 
from his previous post as director of supplier op-
erations. We also brought in Tina Piotrowski from 
procurement process support to lead the supplier 
operations division.  Navy Cmdr. Ricardo Wil-
son now leads our operational rations, equip-
ment and produce efforts. In addition, Margaret 
Conforto was selected to lead our MPA/NAPA 
[Manufacturer Pricing Agreement/National Al-
lowance Pricing Agreement] programs.

Government Food Service: In 2012, DLA 
Troop Support selected ANHAM as the next prime 
vendor to supply and distribute subsistence items 
throughout Afghanistan.

Hansen: In June 2012, DLA Troop Support 
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implementation began in January.
For the zone containing Bahrain, Qatar and Saudi 

Arabia, we awarded to a new vendor, Ocean Fair Inter-
national. This award was protested by the incumbent 
contractor, Bahrain Maritime & Mercantile Interna-
tional, and DLA is currently taking corrective action 
in that matter.

All of the awards were made based on the best value 
to the government.

Government Food Service: On contracts within 
the continental United States (CONUS), many are in the 
process of new proposals being requested. Bring us up to 
date on what is happening.

Hansen: In January, we issued 11 new solicitations 
covering 22 prime vendor zones within the continental 
United States with staggered closing dates. We have 
included a reverse-auction option into each solicitation, 
and will be utilizing a low-price, technically acceptable 
evaluation strategy to determine awards on all but our 
Navy ships solicitation.

The solicitations for Navy ships will be determined 
based on a best value trade-off strategy, as they present 
unique logistical challenges.

Government Food Service: Troop Support plans to 
revise its procurement strategies and trim costs associated 
with annual subsistence sales in response to Department 

awarded a Subsistence 
Prime Vendor contract 
for full-line foodservice 
distribution support for 
military and other fed-
erally funded customers 
in Afghanistan. In order 
to guarantee uninter-
rupted support to the 
warfighter while AN-
HAM prepares for full 
operational capability, 
we issued incumbent Su-
preme a one-year contract. 
ANHAM’s performance has 
been delayed because of bid 
protests.

ANHAM’s contract includes 
a six-month implementation pe-
riod to allow ANHAM the oppor-
tunity to ramp-up performance in 
theater.  We’re developing the opera-
tions transition plan, and anticipate direct customer 
support as early as the summer of 2013 depending 
on the outcome of the pending GAO [Government 
Accountability Office] bid protest.

Government Food Service: A component of the 
withdrawal from Iraq was a transition for the support of the 
Department of State (DoS) customers. Is this continuing?

Hansen: We are still supporting the Department 
of State in Iraq and intend to continue to support 
them as long as they need us. DLA currently has an 
interagency agreement with the Department of State 
that runs until Dec. 31, 2013; however, the current 
contract can continue to provide support, if needed, 
until 2016.

Government Food Service: Are any other prime 
vendor contracts in transition outside the continental United 
States (OCONUS)? A year ago, awards were due for two 
zones in Europe and two zones in Southwest Asia. To whom 
and when were these awarded?

Hansen: In August of 2012, we awarded prime ven-
dor contracts for both northern and southern Europe. 
In both cases, we awarded to the incumbent, Theodor 
Wille Intertrade (TWI) for Northern Europe and Ebrex 
Food Services for the southern region.

We awarded two contracts for Southwest Asia in 
September. For the zone which contains the United 
Arab Emirates, Oman, Djibouti and Kenya to the in-
cumbent, Seven Seas Shipchandlers. That contract 
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Hansen: Every acquisition has its strategies and 
how we choose to approach them will depend on 
the individual acquisition. In an acquisition where 
the requirements are clearly definable and the risk of 
an unsuccessful contract is minimal, price will play a 
dominant role in the source selection. Where there’s 
a less-definitive requirement or a greater performance 
risk, the more technical factors and past performance 
play a greater role in the selection decision.

We are fortunate to have a very mature commer-
cial food industry in the continental U.S., and food 
distributors operate at a very high level of efficiency 
today, so we believe price should be the major driver. 

Government Food Service: Last year, in response 
to a question about catalog streamlining within the United 
States, you said the focus had changed to minimizing the 
number of catalogs rather than the number of line items 
per catalog. How is this progressing? 

Hansen: There always has been an emphasis on 
catalogue streamlining, and we are and will continue 
to streamline the items on catalogues for both CONUS 
and OCONUS. It’s a continuous process that has been, 
and will continue to be, a staple of our core business.

We have a lot of administrative catalogues in place 
both CONUS and OCONUS. We are reducing the num-
ber of catalogues we have to administer and also the 
number of catalogues the customer can view. We want 
them to log into the electronic system and see only 

of Defense (DoD) goals. 
Discuss some of the steps 
being taken, and why.

Hansen: All of our 
new Subsistence solicita-
tions contain provisions 
for reverse auctions. We 
believe reverse auctions 
continue to be one of the 
best ways to achieve the 
best price possible for the 
government.

Reverse auctions are de-
signed to use market forces 
to drive prices down.

The reverse auction process 
also offers more transparency 
and fairness to the suppliers. Gen-
erally, reverse auctions afford offer-
ors an opportunity to anonymously 
see the lowest price being offered and 
decide if they can bid a lower price. Be-
cause this type of price negotiation is a real-time event, 
we also anticipate a shorter procurement cycle time.

Government Food Service: DLA Troop Support 
is using the Manufacturer Pricing Agreement (MPA) to 
improve the product pricing process OCONUS, and expects 
to require it. What is the future of the MPA? Is a date in 
mind for when an MPA will be required? Until that time, 
will those manufacturers without an MPA be removed from 
subsistence prime vendor catalogs and replaced with only 
MPA-priced products?

Hansen: At this time, most of the OCONUS prime 
vendor contracts we have in place contain MPA provi-
sions. We put those provisions into every new contract 
we issue. Over time, as the current contracts without 
the provision expire, we’ll be adding the language to 
the new solicitations. The net effect will standardize 
pricing for identical items across OCONUS vendors, 
minimizing individual labor-intensive fair and reason-
able price determinations. The MPA price determina-
tions are conducted up-front. We are in discussions 
with the services to responsibly remove non-MPA 
items from their catalogues. We have targeted end of 
fiscal 2013 for mandatory compliance.

Government Food Service: In the U.S., to streamline 
the prime vendor acquisition process, DLA Troop Support 
is utilizing a low-price, technically acceptable strategy. Are 
all subsistence purchases made to this standard? Explain 
the terms lowest-price and technically acceptable.

Hansen, right, with Tina Piotrowski, director, Supplier operations, 
DlA Troop Support. (PHoTo CoURTESy: DlA TRooP SUPPoRT)
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to new schools, meet with existing customers, and 
strengthen our partnership with the USDA. More than 
7,000 school nutrition specialists, vendors, advocates, 
state and regional professionals attend the event, rep-
resenting over 13 million students from all across the 
country. The focus on nutrition in our schools has 
already resulted in an increase of more than $13 mil-
lion in federal entitlement dollars since the beginning 
of this school year. Troop Support will also continue 
to attend working-level conferences in support of 
operational rations improvement/development and 
service-sponsored events focused on food service.

Government Food Service: DLA Troop Support has 
been looking into providing the services needed to run the 
military’s dining facilities. Where are you with that study?

Hansen: In order to figure out if it’s a viable option 
for us, we’ve commissioned a business case analysis, 
which is scheduled to be completed by August.

Once we have more empirical data, we’ll determine 
if this is a process we can get involved in, and whether 
or not it’s something our customers would be interested 
in. We don’t want to jump into doing this without first 
ensuring we bring an inherent value to the customer.

Government Food Service: How are you plan-
ning to scale down the inventory of operational rations 
in Afghanistan as the United States begins to draw down 

operations there?

Hansen: Reducing the food stores 
in Afghanistan is a delicate process, 

and we need to make sure we’re do-
ing it right. We have to make sure 

there’s enough supply to support 
the warfighter throughout the 

transition, but we don’t want 
to be leaving excess behind 
when we shut off the lights.

That challenge increases 
exponentially when you 
factor in the service require-
ments to maintain a 60-day 
safety-level of prime vendor 
wholesale materiel and a 60-
day supply of operational ra-
tions on hand.

the items that have been identified by the respective 
service, for them. Systemically it’s a one-catalogue 
solution as it pertains to the customer. We’re moving 
forward with that, and are hoping to start testing it 
later this year.

Government Food Service: DLA Troop Support held 
the Subsistence Customer Conference in 2010 and 2011, 
but took a break. Are there plans to host the conference 
again? Are any changes being considered?

Hansen: Given the current government climate 
and budgetary uncertainty facing all of the Department 
of Defense, the Defense Logistics Agency has curtailed 
conference hosting and attendance. Troop Support 
has decided to forgo any plans to hold the conference 
in 2013, but will continue to explore future events. 
The Subsistence Customer Conference has proven to 
be a valuable tool linking us with our customers and 
industry; we hope to continue hosting it in the future.

Government Food Service: Is DLA Troop Support 
attending any conferences, industry events or local vendor 
food shows in 2013?

Hansen: We are scheduled to attend the School 
Nutrition Association event, which will be held in 
Kansas City, Mo., in July. It allows us a great network-
ing opportunity to define our fresh produce program 

Spc. Barbara lumus, left, uses a hand 
truck to move a pallet of food rations as 
Spc. Delema Hedrix and Spc. Hang Hai 
wait to break it down. (PHoTo CoURTESy: 
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during holidays. Almost everyone knows we work 
hard to ensure they have a proper Thanksgiving and 
Christmas meal, but we also support other events, like 
the Super Bowl, service holidays, Easter and Passover. 
The only difference in the support is we don’t introduce 
additional line items into the catalogue like we do for 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. We do provide more of 
the food items customers want for the occasion.

We focused heavily on the Super Bowl for February 
and we sent a larger proportion of appetizer items like 
chicken wings, mozzarella sticks, jalapeño poppers and 
pizzas for our service members to have while enjoying 
the game. 

For service birthdays, we’ll provide cakes decorated 
with service seals.

Government Food Service: Is there anything else 
you would like to add about DLA Troop Support and its 
role in the military?

Hansen: The contingencies in Iraq and Afghanistan 
have allowed us to continually examine and improve 
our capabilities. Those lessons will help evolve DLA 
Troop Support Subsistence’s role for future military ac-
tions. Military planners have many variables to factor 
when developing military operations, food being one 
of the most prevalent. Our goal is NOT to become a 
limiting factor. Rather, we aim to be a Class I enabler. 
We do that by ensuring adequate food distribution 
capability anywhere in the world and to have it avail-
able before it’s needed.

Garrison support is also evolving and we’re working 
to best position ourselves to meet service requirements 
in the continental U.S. As each service develops its 
plans for CONUS foodservice operations, we’re starting 
to see a growing trend that suggests movement away 
from a traditional centralized dining facility, toward a 
more convenient “campus model,” with many smaller 
de-centralized facilities closer to the consumers. This 
model can generate greater permutations of dining 
experiences and menu varieties.

Additionally, DLA Troop Support Subsistence is com-
mitted to meeting the needs and desires of our service 
partners. Through our partnerships we believe we will 
be properly aligned to continue to provide the highest 
level of service at the best value to the taxpayer. —GFS

In January, the Army reduced the contingency op-
erations menu cycle from 28 days to 21 days, and cor-
respondingly, we will be continually ramping down 
the list of offerings in the catalogue.

On a wholesale level, that means reducing the 
amount of supplies the prime vendor brings into each 
area.

As each location gets closer to shutting down, op-
erational rations will begin to work into the menu 
cycle, helping to reduce the in-country inventory. That 
usually begins at the 60-day out mark, and ramps up as 
we move closer to closure. This process requires close 
integration with our customers, and is further compli-
cated by the anticipated accelerated troop drawdown.

The aim is, if we plan it right, for the last service 
member to depart the forward operating base with the 
last Meal, Ready to Eat in their cargo pocket.

Government Food Service: The menu for First 
Strike Rations (FSR) was to expand once the contract was 
awarded sometime around August 2012. New product lines 
would be available for troops by early 2013. Is this on track?

Hansen: We’ve added nine new menus to the First 
Strike Rations offering, and we will place more orders 
based on the needs of the services.

Government Food Service: The Unitized Group 
Ration-Express (UGR-E) was expanded and became a suc-
cess. Are any changes planned?

Hansen: We work with the services to change the 
menus from year to year to create a bit more variety, 
but still maintain the numbers at four breakfast and 
eight dinner menus. We’ve also made improvements 
to the holiday meal offering.

Government Food Service: There’s always a lot of 
focus on the role you play in supplying the Thanksgiving 
and Christmas meals to our service members around the 
world. But those are just two holidays. Are there any other 
special meals you provide throughout the year?

Hansen: We like to approach our support to the 
warfighter as if every day was a holiday. That being 
said, there is certainly an increased effort made toward 
bringing a little bit of home to our service members 
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